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We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
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Send your entries to
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best
recent submissions available on
our website. Some are humorous,
some frightening. Some are
myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are
short. It is these works that we
honor here in the hopes that they
will not be ignored.
To view these works in their
entirety, visit telmoraindependent.
net or click the titles to visit them
directly.

finally fell back. From here, it is
hard to say whether there was
ever a winning side.”

Crisis 4E: Chapter II
EthosMalevolent
“The cave had been surprisingly
cool to him. Perhaps it was
time that separated him from
the brisk, sustaining feeling
of walking through a lacuna.
The
appeasing
sentiment
of asylum was fabricated,
constructed by a god of no
predictions, a god of rotten
minds. In comprehending this,
he felt lost in an ambivalence
of discretion and serenity.”

New Life in the
Ruins
Daniel Berryman
“The mist lies over the hills like
smoke, boulders shouldering
clear of the thin soil to jostle
each other. With the right sort
of eyes, one may look out over
the shattered highlands and
see where the Long Winter’s
War splintered itself against
the eternal stone, faltered, and

“An ancient ruins” | Illustration courtesy of
AlexeyRudikov, DeviantArt

The Selectives Lorecast
takes a long hard look at
lore from as many angles as
possible. Seldom do episodes
extend beyond an hour and a
half.

Recent Episodes

Click on the screenshots
below to view the
corresponding episodes.

To see more, visit the
Memospore youtube
channel or RottenDeadite
on Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel
to stream an episode of The
Selectives Lorecast: A Casual
Elder Scrolls Podcast.
In every episode, a group
of some of the best lore
afficionados in the community
discuss aspects of Elder Scrolls
lore.

Episode 40:
Direnni and Falmer

Continuing their thread on
“miscellaneous Mer,” the
Selectives discuss the Direnni
and Falmer, including AdaMantia and some heresies
surrounding Snow-Throat.

Episode 39:
Ayleids and LeftHanded Elves

The Selectives begin their
attempt at discussing the
cultural aspects of the nonplayable Mer races.
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Episode 38:
Dwemer Culture

Famed modder and lore
enthusiast Trainwiz joins the
Selectives to discuss the Deep
Folk, their culture, and their
history.
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Editorial

The Gaps of the
Historical Record
Historical Perspectives
& The Elder Scrolls

Aramithius
Contributing Writer

T

he Elder Scrolls lore is
a patchwork, a rich tapestry of ideas and texts
presented to us through a range
of characters and situations
that don’t tell the whole story.
That’s the fun, they say. It’s what
makes it real--like real history.
Except, after having gone
through The Elder Scrolls lore
for many years, and having gone
through several history books
and podcasts, I think it’s a very
specific type of history, one that
isn’t necessarily reflective of the
kind of world that produces the
game books. The way we experience the texts in the games
has an impact on how the lore is
produced and experienced, but
not one that I would expect from
Tamriel. It can only be treated
like ancient history.
Dive into any decently-sourced Roman history commentary, for example, and you’ll
have a fair amount of uncertainty about what events actually took place, when or where.
This is particularly the case for
chaotic periods like the Third
Century CE, where we have second- and third-hand sources, or
incomplete sources, or maybe
all of those at once.
Several books in The Elder
Scrolls go to great lengths to
illustrate a similar perspective.
For example, the book Children
of the Root is prefaced with this:

“Collected by researcher Solis Aduro from an oral tradition
of the Adzi-Kostleel tribe and
not otherwise attested”
So we basically have a single
researcher in Black Marsh asking a single tribe of Argonians to
tell their stories, which they may
have recorded incorrectly, supplemented with their own assumptions, or just plain misremembered. So it should be quite
clear that this is likely to be only
part of the story.
There are lots of other examples, where the sources are
noted to be the only text that
espouses such a view, poorly sourced and referenced, or
something similar. This is true
for several texts that form the
foundation of the lore community’s understanding of particular events, like the Old vs Wandering Ehlnofey.
The latter is only mentioned
in one text, but the weight it is
given by the community almost
takes it as established fact.
But isn’t this just that old
staple, the Unreliable Narrator,
arising to make sure that we’re
never given the whole picture?
In a way, yes, but a lack of texts
on a particular issue also has a
more serious impact, quite apart
from having sources we may
have to mistrust.
It means that we lack the
information to form alternative
opinions on a given thing, or
have a basis for comparison.
This has two consequences,

which I’ll go over in turn.
First, it creates monolithic perspectives, and obscures
detail. Children of the Root is
called “the Argonian Monomyth” in some circles, but it’s
not representative of the whole
of Argonian society, just a single
tribe.
Also, in the beginning of The
Monomyth itself, Anu is noted
to be referred to as “the Hum”,
by the Redguards, but that’s
the only place we see it mentioned; it doesn’t even come up
in the Redugard myth that’s included in the book. So the lack
of texts confines what we can
know about a culture. I’d expect this from a culture that’s
passed away, like the Romans,
but not one whose members are
still about to provide additional
information and/or counternarratives to supplement those we
can find in particular texts.
This lack of information reinforces the notion that there
is a single cultural perspective:
all Redguards follow Satak’s
story, all Nords believe in Sovngarde, etc. While there are other
elements that reinforce these
narratives, most typically dialogue, I find it a little odd that
there are often not alternative
perspectives expressed here,
or even really what I would call
elaborations on the stories, just
reiterations of the same thing.
I think the absence of nuance
here is often because there aren’t alternative texts to draw on.
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the city, if you believe The Bear
of Markarth. But the residents of
Markarth barely mention it, and
don’t hold a grudge against Ulfric for the events.
This is incongruous precisely because the context is, in theory, still happening around the
player character. But the way the
lore is written frequently doesn’t
reflect that. The most common
solution here is to consider that
The Bear of Markarth is purely
slander, but something clearly
went down, we just can’t work
out what.
Given the relatively recent
nature of the events, it should be
relatively easy to do, but there’s
a gap in the sources. Not because of the fog of time, as happens with ancient history, but
because those sources never
existed in the first place.
This means that the fans
have to do a fair amount of assuming in order to properly reconcile events. While this isn’t

necessarily a bad thing, it limits
the conversations that can be
had if we want them to be fully
sourced.
It makes the paratext of the
universe just as important as the
texts themselves, which makes
it potentially alienating for new
fans and can limit the window
of discourse to those ideas that
are generally accepted. If other
ideas and perspectives are to
gain traction, they need acceptance before they can be discussed, rather than after. Which
is probably the wrong way round
to do this stuff.
This is actually what happens to fan creations that attempt to expand the universe of
discussion; only those willing to
accept fan works as contributing something to the lore overall actually discuss fan works.
Other perspectives tend to be
“that’s nice, but not relevant”,
even if they can extend the universe in interesting directions.

“Vivec and Jiub” | Illustration courtesy of Korkuguvin, DeviantArt
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Those events where we do have
alternative accounts for (like the
Battle of Red Mountain and the
transformation of Trinimac) are
some of the richest jumping-off
points in the lore, and other elements (like Khajiit theology, although I hope this will be remedied soon) suffer for not having
it.
Maybe this isn’t entirely fair,
as the the games’ primary focus is on developing the myths
and cultures of the provinces
in which each game is set. The
Dunmer culture would not be
one of the richest in the series
if The Elder Scrolls III was set in
High Rock.
We do see some development
in cultures’ perspectives as the
games visit new provinces, but
I don’t think that the answer is
just down to having games set
in more different provinces. If
that were entirely the case, Elder Scrolls: Online would have
solved much of this problem.
However, this hasn’t happened.
This is because of the second
consequence of having relatively few texts.
It means we have no basis from which to derive actual
truth. Going back to the Rome
example, there’s often enough
discrepancy between scant
sources that you basically need
to pick which source you believe
for a particular tale, which can
alter the entire context of a battle, or a person’s character.
In the case of ancient history,
this is to be expected because
lots of sources are missing,
but in The Elder Scrolls, there
are potentially (or at least supposedly) places and people still
around from which to get the information.
For example, the Markarth
Incident is supposed to have
been a point where the Stormcloaks wreaked devastation on
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“Morrowind: Daedric Ruins” | Illustration by MadEvilLydia, DeviantArt

That many of them don’t is telling, and is related to the context
in which they are written.
When considering the games
and the texts they provide, there
is another point in play here,
which can be summed up by the
old maxim, “history is written by
the victors”.
Most of The Elder Scrolls
games have taken place in a time
where a mannish empire is the
dominant power, and everything
therefore either gets defined by
that or in relation to that. Other
perspectives are drastically under-represented, and while the
series has made some effort to
explain this (Alessian purge, I’m
looking at you…), it still falls foul
of the second point above. We
should, particularly in “cosmopolitan” areas of Tamriel, expect
to see a diversity of opinion, but
we frequently don’t. This in turn
biases much of the fan discussion in a more mannish direction, but I also think this has impacted the writers of the series.
For example, in ESO: Summerset, the gods are occasionally

referred to as “Divines”, rather
than “Aedra”.
This feels like the developers
are using the pre-existing mannish pantheon shorthand and
applying it to the merish pantheon. While this could potentially be excused through cultural bleed from the Reman Empire
that conquered Summerset, it
doesn’t feel that way in experiencing the texts.
The lack of alternative perspectives is potentially harming
the series, to the point where it
may be preventing the expression of those perspectives by
those with the ability to drive the
debate in other directions. While
we may be able to say “this is
the bias of the authors, and
the reality is somewhat different”, this is akin to saying that
Domitian’s actions were probably less terrible than history
tells them because the history
we have was either written by
senators, who despised Domitian, or by those looking to paint
him in a bad light after the fact
in order to curry favour with the

rulers who came after him. We
know that this is probably the
case, and as a result Domitian
probably wasn’t that bad.
However, having to do this
about events that we are currently experiencing in the series
is disconcerting to say the least.
This is almost why we need
fan works to keep the series
moving forward, and filling in
those gaps. However, at the
same time we need to be aware
that our opinions and discussions shape how these texts
are perceived, and may also impinge on future discussions, potentially also future games.
Keeping the window of discourse open for those discussions means that we need to
be more than historians of the
present, and demand the same
from the series we love.
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A not-so-brief explanation of magickal
schools, theories and processes
Drelyne Sarethi
Professor of the College of
Winterhold

Chapter One:
On Destruction

D

estruction Magic, aside
from Restoration, is one
of the most commonly
practiced schools of Magic, as
well as one of the most
positively viewed, despite its nigh-inherent
nature as a tool of war
and creator of suffering.
Destruction Magic is
defined by the College of
Winterhold as the use of
Magicka to manipulate
natural forces. Under
this definition, the name
is a bit of a misnomer,
although most uses
for these forces are as
weapons.
Almost
all
Destruction
Magic
features one of four
delivery methods –
Concentration
spells,
which require constant
casting and application
of Magicka; ‘Fire and Forget’
spells, which deliver the force
as a projectile; ‘Cloak’ Spells,
that surround the caster in an
aura; and ‘Touch’ spells, which
activate when the caster comes
into physical contact with
something.
This section will be divided into four categories, each

discussing a force used in
Destruction Magic, as well as
both harmful and non-harmful
applications.
Part I: Flame
The most common form of
Destruction Magic is the manipulation of Heat in the form of
Flames. Typically, this form requires very little Magicka, as the

Features

Magic for People with Little
Time on Their Hands

ally as a projectile. Flame Magic
is denoted in Runic Matrices by
the Daedric rune Hefhed (F).
The most common application of Flame spells is as weapons, with Battlemages often
being masters of this particular
type of Magic. This is both due
to its low Magicka cost and its
ability to ignite flammable materials, such as thatched roofs
or timber houses, causing further damage.
However, this is not
the sole use of Flame
Magic. Unlike other
forms of Destruction
Magic, Flame Magic is
incredibly useful as a
utility, allowing the user
to light campfires without the need for tinder
while travelling, provide
a source of light when
torches or candles are
unavailable, and provide
warmth on the coldest
of nights.

Part II: Frost
The inverse of Flame
Magic is Frost. Rather
“Destruction” | Illustration courtesy of PollutedArt, DeviantArt
than collect flammacalculations are fairly simple ble gasses and igniting them,
and not much energy is required Frost Magic instead gathers the
to produce the effect. In order moisture in the atmosphere and
to harness Flame spells, the slows its movement, robbing it
caster uses Magicka to collect of its temperature. As with Flame
flammable gasses within the spells, Frost spells are usually
atmosphere and vibrate them fired as a projectile, although
until the heat from the friction is some Frost Concentration are
enough to cause ignition. From highly effective outside of comthere, the spell is fired off, usu- bat. Frost Magic is denoted in
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Runic Matrices with the Daedric
Rune Seht (S).
The most common application of Frost spells is as weapons, much like Flame, with the
spells not only injuring the target through bruises and broken
bones from the solid projectiles,
but also sapping them of their
body heat, weakening and tiring them. Frost Magic can also
be used outside of battle, however, with Concentration spells
producing vast quantities of ice
that can be formed into rudimentary structures, often used
as temporary windbreaks or sea
walls to prevent flooding.
Part III: Shock
Shock Magic is the rarest

form of Destruction Magic, being the hardest to master, and
requiring the most Magicka to
perform. Shock spells can be
generated in two ways. ‘Static’
Shock spells use the friction in
the air to produce a surge of
electricity, while ‘Pure’ Shock
spells either collect pre-existing electricity and expel it or
directly convert Magicka into
electricity. While usually fired as
a projectile, due to the fact that
the collection of electrical energy, the most common method
of producing Shock spells, is a
difficult and long process, and
only so much can be gathered,
Shock-based
Concentration
spells can be used to great effect, although can almost only

be performed by conversion.
Shock spells are denoted in
Runic Matrices with the Daedric
Rune Lyr (L).
Unlike other forms of
Destruction
magic,
Shock
spells have a strange set of
uses outside of combat. While
they do produce heat, they are
unsuitable for lighting things or
producing warmth, being both
too hot and too short in duration, and they cannot be used to
build structures. Instead, Shock
spells are useful in the medical
field. Appropriately sized electrical shocks can be used to restart the stalled hearts of those
suffering from cardiac arrest,
and small shocks can be used
as a diagnostic tool for sensitivity and nerve damage.
Part IV: Other Forms of
Destruction
The
other
forms
of
Destruction Magic are somewhat more eclectic than the
more common ones. Some
mages manipulate the earth
to produce rock projectiles or
structures of stone. Others utilise water as a cutting force or
to manipulate the weather and
cause rain for agriculture.
The most dangerous forms
of Destruction Magic are those
that manipulate life forces.
Little more than perversions of
Restoration Magic, the Curse
spells that sap the strength of
the target, and the Haemomancy
wielded by Vampires are incredibly dangerous, with very little
use outside of the battlefield.
However, there are some recorded cases of these types of
spells being used in the medical
field, although these reports are
dubious at best.

“Power of the Elements“ | Illustration by LPVictoria, DeviantArt
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An Interview with IceFireWarden
der Scrolls game, couldn’t really
understand it, but I played it and
it was fun. Pretty much speed
ceFireWarden--or Al-Hatoor up a little bit - couple years latto some--is a legend in the er, and after Skyrim came out,
Elder Scrolls Lore commu- everything was pretty famous
nity, with hundreds of lore works and everything, I got back into
penned, and relationships with the series a little bit. I played the
some of the community’s oldest other games before then just off
and biggest movers and shakers. and on, wasn’t really too interestFather of the Uutak Mythos, ed and that’s when I really kinda
and lovingly referred to as a “Chi- just got into the lore of the series,
nese sweatshop” of lore produc- with Skyrim.
tion, IceFireWarden graciously
sat down with me to discuss his
TWG: How do you personally inworks, and his thoughts on the teract with the community? What are
you known for?
community.
IFW: The big ol’ green dragon
To see the full interview, click
himself - Peryite. Even though my
here.
first post was about the Hist and
To see the video, click here.
Argonians - I still remember, it
TWG: So LJ, why don’t you tell us was pretty fuckin bad, it was like
a little about yourself?
“quantum equations of someIFW: Okey dokey, real-life thing” - but I’ve always love Arname is Lajaveyon Saunders, but gonians, that’s why my profile pic
everyone just calls me LJ or War- is still an Argonian, even though
den in the community. I’ve been I don’t talk about it that much.
part of the greater lore commu- And afterwards, I was like “well,
nity since around 2014, so when what’s something in the commuI was like a Junior or Sophomore nity that no one ever talks about
or dislikes” then I looked up the
in high school.
Daedric Princes and I was like
TWG: How did you first make your “Peryite, he’s pretty cool” So I got
way into The Elder Scrolls series? into Peryite and started writing
What brought you here?
about the Songs of Peralkeluin,
IFW: Well I first played Arena about how Peryite was a part of
way way back when I was a lit- the AKA oversoul, ever since then
tle kid on this old-ass Windows I just kinda took off with it. Actu98 computer that my family kin- ally, he’s my favorite character in
da
scrounged/stole/whatever, the entire series now.
idk can’t remember the detailsfrom school and as my first El-

I

TWG: Okay, so is there anything
else that you’ve worked on that viewers or readers might be familiar with?
IFW: Argonians, Hist… Peryite… I’ve done some stuff on
Sutch, I did world-building on
Hjaalmarch, I did a world-building project known as the Uutak
Mythos, that I worked on for a
couple years, I’ve helped other
people out with some stuff, me
and Michael Zeigler aka scourgicus did a novel a couple- like
a year or two ago, about an Echmer and a Khajiit and their travels
during post-C0DA Aurbis, which
was pretty fun. I kinda dabble
in a little bit of everything, but I
think those are the ones I’m most
known for.

Features

Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

TWG: You mentioned the Uutak
Mythos, tell me about that.
IFW: The Utak mythos was
a pretty slightly mid-c0da thing
that came out after, while I was
still in high school. Yeah, the
launch was pretty terrible, and it
was basically about how there’s
a race of bat-elves that live on
the island archipelago of Yneslea,
and how they were accidentally created by the Dwemer due to
their tonal manipulations.
TWG: You mentioned the Echmer,
is this something that’s been met with
a lot of success? How big is this project?
IFW: It’s technically ended
now, but it actually got pretty
large for a while. I had some art
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done for it, it had a map that’s still
floating around somewhere… at
first I did a couple stories about
these crazy forgotten mysterious
race that lived in the Padomaic
Ocean and no one talked about,
and I just turned it into their own
culture, their own world, started
retconning some things, revising
some other things, created their
own pantheon, their own sorceries, characters, it pretty much
took on a life of its own. I wanna
say it was quite successful in the
sense that it was never particularly popular with a lot of people
in the community. It got a lot of
hate at first, and still does. Which
is understandable, I didn’t do an
especially good job like I hoped I
could have. I still look back and
wish I could do some changes
to it every now and again, but I
mean I know that way back when

always want to make the Echmer
a little bit more Victorian by never really got really good at conveying that; they became more
like Caribbean… slightly Jamaican-German people which was a
really weird mixture.
I don’t know if anyone has read
TWG: So what influences sparked these books, but the F. Scott Fitzthe creation of the Echmer? Where’d gerald trilogy called Leviathan,
which is like a World War Two
the idea come from?
IFW: Batman jokes, for the alternate history, where it’s basimost part, actually, was the first cally Axis powers have mechas
Echmer thing that was ever post- and the Central Power and the
ed on the BethSoft forums. It was Allies had like weird bio-organic
just me and MK making a Batman mechanical creatures that they
joke--it was just like “fear the fought each other with, which innight!” and it’s like this picture of fluenced that a lot, because I was
bats hanging out with Vivec and reading that back then.
shit and then of course people
TWG: So you said you really got inare like, “what is this?” and we’re
just sitting there laughing about volved in the community around 2014
it, but... Batman jokes, a little bit or so. Has the community changed
Bionicle, of course steampunk... I over time, or has your influence and
the community changed since 2014?
IFW: Both, definitely. Ever
since C0DA came out, and that
sort of started off the “Canon
Wars” that’s kind of divided the
community up a lot, from website
to website, and group to group,
and personally I don’t really make
any sense of it, because Elder
Scrolls as a whole was built up
on the value of the things to fans
write, some of which has made it
into the games, and still continue to do so in smaller quantities
or subtle ways that people don’t
recognize. But that this kind of
aversion and over-aggression
towards the lore in itself and the
people who love the deeper aspects or out-of-game sources of
the lore is in my opinion just a little bit kind of fucked up. It’s very
noticeable, it’s very detrimental
to the community as a whole,
it’s strange, it’s- you know you
look at other fandoms, and it’s
not really a big problem in those,
like Halo, to Lord of rings, to Star
Wars--well I’ll take the Star Wars
one back…
Illustration by Adam Fields

ZOS did their first writers AMA,
someone asked if the Echmer
would ever be in the series, and
I know Schick mentioned that he
thought the theory a lot of fun,
which I personally took that as a
win
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how they win, how they lose,
and how they pretty much make
sure that we actually exist in this
modern day and age.

IFW: Not particularly... I do
want to say that even though, you
know, people still argue about
canon and everything, about
C0DA, about MK, about ESO, and
stuff like that… I’ll just say that
honestly it’s just the lore is what
you make it to be, but the same
time don’t use the lore to be a
foundation of pretty much hating other people. the people who
spent their time--developers,
former developers, even the fans
have spent years writing stuff for
the lore--have really invested a
lot their time, energy and pretty
much their life and essence into
making something that started
off as a D&D campaign in someone’s basement into something
that’s a believable breathable
world. So I’ll just have to say
that... treat the lore as you would
treat your life, in a sense. It’s serious, it’s dramatic, it’s funny, it’s
loveable, but the same time, it’s
not something to hate, and the
people who put behind all that energy into it they did the best that
they could to make sure that this
is something that you can enjoy
as a series, and as a fictional universe that you can put your mind
into, and escape into as an outlet
for your stress, for your annoyances, for your gaming pleasure.
So don’t mistreat it, don’t use it
to belittle others, don’t use it as a
weapon, which is funny because
and ironic because there’s a little
quote in the series, “you wear lore
as your armor and something as
your weapon...” but you know
just be kind to others and have
fun really.

TWG: So it’s it’s been noted in
the last couple years that you’ve kind
of distanced yourself from the elder
scrolls, what’s what’s your reason for
that?
IFW: Canon Wars. Well, I’m not
gonna say it like that, because
it’s not exactly the full reason,
but I was going through a bunch
of rough patches in my life, and
still am a little bit, so I had to distance myself in the Elder Scrolls
community several times to work
things out, and after a while I
came back and I just didn’t have
the passion for it anymore. Try to
write a couple stories, it’s kind of
like I couldn’t finish them, try to
rack up lore essays and articles,
couldn’t finish them... I think like
the last things I did for the community in regards to writing was
Lore Interviews I was doing with
Zenimax Online Studios, and I haven’t done one of those in a longass time, so I think just a mixture
of this real life stuff, and the hurdles and stress of things I had to
go through in my day-to-day life,
and just also had to put time to I
Am Not the Hero, which has really taken off nicely, and just really
just a mixture of those things. I
still love TES. I still love the lore,
I still love Peryite, and I still love
the Echmer, though they cost me
a lot of fucking drama for a couple years. But with all the Canon
Wars and their thing with how
some of the people in the community have acted, it’s just... plus
what others-- outside influences,
TWG: Alright well I’m gonna wrap
I just kind of had to take a step it up here, so thank you very much for
back and just go, “can’t do it any- for talking with me!
more.”
IFW: Always, man!

TWG: So what’s what’s your favorite passion project? What project have
you had in the past that’s been a highlight for you?
IFW: Uutak was the first,
then I got out school and everything and just fell out of it. Right
now, my biggest passion project
is probably I Am Not the Hero,
which is me and a little team of
people working on a novel franchise, which is a little bit of Lovecraft, a little bit fantasy, a little bit
of Gothic, and a little bit of sci-fi
all rolled into one. That’s actually
almost done, we just got a couple
more hurdles to go through before we can start promoting and
getting a website, actually marking the book off, but that’s pretty
much my big thing right now.
I mean, it’s just- more or less,
a synopsis of it is imagine that
humanity throughout the entire
iterations of this existence has
been dealing with eldritch forces beyond its control, and at this
key scale, wiped out because of
that, and now you get into the
genetic forebears of modern-day
humanity and you get to see
TWG: Is there anything else that
their story against fighting gets
these deities--you can see these you want to do you want to say, let the
strange unknowable deities, and readers or viewers know”
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TWG: Yeah Star Wars is pretty famous for its Canon Wars.
IFW: Yeah… I think it’s mainly because TES’s double-edged
sword is the Unreliable Narrator.
Everything could be true, everything can possibly not be true...
Some people take it too literally,
some people don’t take it literally enough, some people just
completely ignore it, that causes issues that you don’t really know what sources you can
trust. Technically all of us are really just lying to each other. “Oh,
this is what’s going on the lore,”
because we really don’t know
what’s actually going on in lore.
now developers
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Tamriel Shall Duel
Part 3: The Dunmer

Minorem Mutata
Contributing Writer

T

he previous entries in
this series, on the Nords
and the Altmer, were a
necessary foundation for explaining the traditional dueling
practices of my own people, the
Dunmer. The Dunmeri ancestors once dueled as the Altmer
do now. For us, however dueling
developed into a highly popular, efficient, contemptible way
to slaughter the weak and the
poor for contrived and meager
offenses. I will try to explain
how this Sheogorath-kissed
barbarity came about in a way
that all may understand. As for
my kinsmer: eat my words, your
ancestors’ recipe, for your faces
are already bitter.
Dunmeri dueling is really
three stories: who we were, who
we became, and who we are becoming.
Trinimac and Boethiah
I need not recount the most
storied duel in Tamriel’s history. Where some see a historical
event in the legends, the wiser
perceive an intricate metaphor.
The wisest see both. Regardless of interpretation, this much
was clear: the Chimer followed
Veloth, Veloth followed Boethiah, and Boethiah followed the
blood. Boethiah led us to blood,
demanded blood for her patronage, and over time, we would
drown in a boiling cascade of
blood. This is no exaggeration;
this is the same Boethiah of
Boethiah’s Proving, where her
follower proves his existence by

ending another’s.
Summarizing all the lessons
of Boethiah make them seem
like the lessons of Sheogorath
on parchment. But the relevant
truths she revealed were these:
the great prize of immortality is
real, the strongest can challenge
for it, and the survivors can claim
it. So you see, the early Chimer
were not pilgrims. They are better thought of as treasure hunters, a pirate armada seeking a
glorious godhead booty. Imagine how misled and ignorant the
Aldmer appeared, idling away
their years, poking each other to
first blood. It seems only fitting
that the Chimer’s quest would
take them as far away from
Summerset as they could have
gone on Tamriel.
Following Daedric designs,
the Chimer would find a place
where mere survival was a
beautiful achievement, and build
a way of life meant to produce
and exalt the strongest. Dueling would be a vital component
of this society, although it was
only one of several methods for
dealing with a bothersome mer.
While Boethiah led the way, Mephala was the taskmaster in the
arts of lies, sex, and murder.

not - share in Chimeri enlightenment. All of which is to say,
the Chimer had no need yet of
developing etiquette for dueling
outsiders. A slave has no right
to challenge, and those were the
only outsiders they would tolerate for quite some time.
Ashlander culture probably
preserves Chimeri dueling practices in much the form they took
in their earliest days. And the first
rule in dealing with Ashlanders
is to keep your weapon out of
your hands. It’s as if by publicly handling a weapon in camp, it
should be assumed you’re challenging all comers. This might
be thought of as the earliest rule
of dueling in the Chimer camps,
although there were some basic
holdovers from Aldmeri culture.
Dueling was restricted to adult
mer, and they rarely if ever had
mounted combat in their duels.
But most rules of dueling laid
disgraced along with Trinimac.
There was little scheduling, for
example. Generally, a mer proposed a duel, it was accepted,
and the fight was on. Obviously, duels to the death would be
commonplace.
Ashlanders still make duel
challenges, for sport or honor,
though practices within tribes
Among the Velothi
vary a little even to this day.
The Chimer’s sense of supe- Most duels for sport are non-leriority was a matter of knowl- thal fistfights for training puredge, not belief, making their poses, but they can take many
disrespect for outsiders more forms, including high-staked
pronounced. Other races could duels to the death with free
prove useful or beautiful, but choice of arms. To the Chimer,
these graces would only make a “fair” duel did not mean using
them fit to be slaves, for they the same weaponry. A “fair” duel
did not - and presumably could was one where the more power-
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ful would win.
Duels for honor are fought
over scandalous insults, ritual, status, inheritance, or even
mere privacy. Entering an Ashlander yurt without invitation is
typically greeted by a challenge,
but one can hope a withdrawal from the yurt will lead to the
withdrawal of the challenge.
Unlike duels for sport, an honor challenge cannot be refused
without grave dishonor, which
is worth dwelling on. There was
immense pressure to accept
these challenges. Every Chimer
was expected to readily kill or
be killed over matters of honor.
This might be viewed as a kind
of religious compulsion, but it
was also a practical matter. An
honorable reputation was the
first and best defense one could
have against future duel challenges, assassination, or exile.
Needless to say, the Ashlanders are very polite to their fellow
tribesmer. Survival demands it.
Understanding the distinctions of the Chimeri code of
honor - and indeed, understanding how a society dedicated to
blood, lies, sex, and murder can
even function - depends first on

“TESO commission” | Illustration courtesy of Shagan-fury, DeviantArt

understanding Azura and her
justice. She acted as a balm on
Chimeri conflicts with each other, and encouraged respectful
dealings. Like Boethiah, Azura
placed value on shows of loyalty,
not just to her, but among each
other. While Boethiah sought
blood, the price of Azura’s benevolence seemed to be only
praise and attention.
The other key to understanding Chimeri honor was the
practice of communing with ancestors. Besides being a great
consolation for those faced with
death, the existence of ancestral
summoning was also a remarkable curb on dishonorable behavior. Everything you witness
others do or say, and everything
you do or say to others, might
be recounted forever. It was
only necessary to be interesting
and credible enough for your future kin to consult, and your kin
would have to be interesting and
honorable enough to merit conversation.
A tribesmer derives great
honor from their tribe, and may
offer an honor challenge due to
some perceived insult or threat
to it. It was presumed that every

mer was capable of defending
themselves - or at least, could
rely on a bond of honor with a
champion. Still, the prospect of
assassination and political calculations served to curb lopsided and petty dueling challenges
within tribes. Even the strongest
warrior must sleep, and all wish
to awake again.
Among High Culture
The first Chimer Houses,
naturally, fell into old habits
setting written rules for their
dueling practices based on the
tribal practices. Houses developed different internal dueling
customs, but the commonalities
became greater over time. Your
honor was your House’s honor. You might have the need to
request a champion from your
House, but your House might
refuse to champion the weak,
dishonorable, or inconvenient,
and send them off to their death
instead.
The desire to avoid Mephalan interference led to the creation of comprehensive dueling contracts stipulating all the
rules and stakes of important
duels, a practice which dates
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back to at least the founding of
Resdayn. For many Dunmer duelists, these contracts have long
represented the superior nature
of their traditions, but for others,
they can be comically absurd.
The language of the contracts
has developed in response to
thousands of years of duelists
finding and exploiting loopholes.
The standard Third Era dueling
contract was longer than this
whole treatise, and began by defining “Aetherius.” One can only
speculate on what happened to
make that necessary.
Some Chimer were becoming more scholarly and martially untrained, but still, an honor
challenge could not be declined
- at least, not without suffering
dishonor sufficient to destroy a
minor House. Legally, it became
known as the “Presumption of
Arms”: honor duelists may use
whatever weaponry they wish,
magical or otherwise, but if one
has no skills in weaponry, then
their hands must suffice. They
were Chimeri hands, after all.
Still, the emergence of “domesticated” Chimer led submission
to be acceptable more and more,
though the dishonor is great if it
is thought one gave up prematurely.

Dueling would slowly become the pastime of Chimeri
nobles, with greater rank bringing a greater obligation to duel.
However, a “noble” would come
to describe a vast swath of free
Chimer, as some minor rank of
nobility was relatively easy to
gain and hard to lose. Further,
the privileges of these early noble classes made them especially ... prolific.
A local magistrate retained
the power to void the result of
a duel and declare the victor a
murderer if they believed that
the vanquished had been cheated or unduly coerced. The right
to challenge became limited by
hierarchies and class, though
even the most segregated and
litigious Houses or Guilds did
not limit duels nearly as much as
the Altmeri. Among the Redoran, whose code of honor would
be the most recognizable in the
lands of men, dueling became
all-important and practically
unavoidable in any mer’s rise to
power. The Hlaalu, meanwhile,
were likely the first to develop
the idea of purchasing proof of
one’s honor, exempting themselves from most challenges
within their House (for limited periods of time, of course).

These charges would form the
basis of their burgeoning tax
schemes. Typically, when the
Hlaalu did duel, the form was a
duel of submission with fists.
Once a foothold was established, Velothi High Culture
spread relatively easily, which
is a testament to two relevant
things. First, Boethiah and Mephala were building a thoroughly martial and practical people.
They were vicious killers, almost
to a person. Second, with Mephala’s encouragement, Aldmeri
courting customs were abandoned, and the Chimer had developed a birth rate which made
the Bosmer look like chaste
prudes. They were still never
numerous, though, due to the
harshness of their land and customs.
The age of Velothi High Culture made for a time of aggressive expansion, but it collapsed
even before the First Era began.
The Chimer seemed to have
fought themselves down a rung
or two on the ladder of civilization. It can be assumed that,
as they developed, their dueling customs were among those
which proved incompatible with
a larger society. The Chimeri philosophy could only function well

“‘team destruction” | Illustration courtesy of Shagan-fury, DeviantArt
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Under the Tribunal
The Chimer did not seek a
safe harbor, they sought storm
and treasure. But following the
second Battle of Red Mountain
circa 1E 700, they found their
greatest prize, and were crushed
by it. The newly-oiled Dunmer
received three guardians who
kept us protected and insulated. Spoiled with cosmic certainty, we only had to consider our
individual and factional power.
Azura did not totally abandon
us, but her favors were understandably dimmed as she waited on the punishment to come
for the trespasses of our Tribunal. She was the first pillar of
honorable Chimeri dueling the
Dunmer would lose.
With an end to serious war or
any sort of existential risk, the
Dunmer soon had a burgeoning
population with little to do. Many
Dunmer went abroad, trading
in goods or lives, but it proved
largely unpopular to leave behind both the power of the living
and the wisdom of the dead for
unholy, hostile lands. Dunmer
duelists in foreign lands likely
did little to ingratiate our race in
Tamriel. Without a dueling contract in place, an honorable Dunmer might have considered any
sort of tactic permissible. Greater hierarchies within the Houses
helped to rein in our birth rate,
and there was the occasional
cataclysm to thin our ranks. But
when all else failed, we simply
killed each other more.
When the Houses were not
making war upon each other, or
persecuting the “heretical” Ashlanders or other dissidents, they
were encouraging the spilling of
blood in honor duels. The schedules of arenas throughout Morrowind were routinely filled with
duels for the honor of the Great
Houses. And if there were still
too many mouths to feed and

not enough offense being taken, the Houses would carefully
contrive honor challenges, employing conspiracies of all kinds
to drive the powerless and troublesome to all but certain death
at the hands of the greatest of
Dunmeri killers. Such scheming
was always for the greater good,
we were assured.
The Morag Tong could target
virtually any Dunmer with little
discernible pattern (as would
please Mephala), but their writs
focused on alleged murderers.
The threat they posed served to
check the contrivance of overtly despicable duels which could
be construed as murder. Duelists had to be confident that the
community would perceive the
merit in a challenge - before 2E
324, that is. The assassination
of Potentate Versidue-Shaie
was attributed to the Morag
Tong, correctly or not, and they
were persecuted into a shadow of their former self. With the
Morag Tong decimated even in
Morrowind, successful assassinations became far less likely
among the Dunmer. The Tong
became almost entirely dependent on completing writs for
Great House and Temple leaders, and the targets of their assassination writs would soon
take on predictable characteristics. And so, another considerable check on dishonorable
conduct by powerful Dunmer
was dimmed.
The problem was to become
even worse with the erection of
the Great Ghost Fence around
Red Mountain. As explained in
a later edition of Ancestors and
the Dunmer, published around
the beginning of the Third Era,
our ancestral practices had
been deemed “selfish” by the
Tribunal. After long marginalizing ancestor worship, the theocracy finally demanded the Dun-
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at a tribal or colonial level, as
bonds of friendship, family, and
honor kept violence at bay. As
they grew and the powerful became alienated from each other, it begged for major conflicts
which left them weak to outside
forces. We could not thrive as a
land of strangers, no matter the
gifts we offered. So, in the third
century of the First Era, when
the Nordic pogroms against the
Snow Elves could no longer find
targets, they turned their attention to the Chimer, and proved
themselves stronger.
The Chimer were still formidable, but for reasons which will
become clear, it should be understood that only Saint Nerevar’s alliance with the Dwemer
saved the Chimer from Nordic
subjugation. No one could seriously claim that the Dwemer
needed help to drive the Nords
from Chimeri lands. All that had
allowed the Atmoran invaders any of their conquests was
Dwemeri disinterest, and the
Nords clearly practiced a conspiracy of embarrassed silence
regarding the indomitable elven
strongholds beneath their feet.
The Dwemer were so unstoppable in war that they earned even
the Chimer’s respect.
Though wildly different in
many ways, the two races of
mer eerily mirrored each other
in their aims, ruthlessness, and
practicality, and so the Chimer would make a place for the
Dwemer under their First Council. This would be the first significant break in the Chimer’s
cultural isolation. However, I can
find no evidence of dueling between them. Even though they
were allied, it was a contentious
agreement on both sides, and it
is safe to say the two races did
not mingle socially.
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tearing each other apart.
Keep in mind, most “duels of submission” were mere
beatings by debt collectors. As
for duels in the arenas or other proper dueling settings, they
were largely supposed to end
when one party submitted or fell
in battle. The combat was often
not supposed to be mortal, on
parchment, but many of those
who “fell in battle” would never
rise again. Repercussions for
those who happened to kill their
opponent had become minimal
or non-existent.
In this state of affairs - without Azura’s grace, effective
assassination options for the
masses, or ancestral guidance
- the arenas of dueling in Morrowind became dens of unmitigated slaughter. A trained
House killer in full enchanted
armor, wielding both arms and
magic, could cut down an unarmed mer in the arena for in-

nocuous remarks they made at
a cornerclub. Despite much talk,
the inevitable victor would likely
face no response except a full
coin purse. If some miraculous
upset happened, a magistrate
was likely to intervene and declare the winner an outlaw. Over
matters the Nords would likely
settle with a tavern fistfight, the
Dunmer would settle with ritualized murder.
The individual mer had become a disposable livestock fit
only to be culled and traded by
the Great Houses and the Temple. We would be largely blind to
how low we had fallen, until the
quakes brought by the Red Year
forced us to remember the merits of unity, mercy, and honor.
To see This article complete
and unabridged, click here.
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mer trade our communion with
the past for a doomed stalling
action against Dagoth Ur, as
the power of our ancestors was
needed for the Ghostfence. It
is impossible to underestimate
the ramifications of the loss on
Dunmeri society.
With our ancestors out of our
reach, and even our living gods
receding from public concerns,
Dunmeri society was collapsing in much the same way the
Chimer collapsed before Nerevar’s heroism. Without the wisdom and insights of the past,
we lost yet another check on
dishonorable behavior by the
powerful. For masters of conspiracy, the truth could become
forever obscured, and history
would be whatever they wished
it to be. Now, everything was on
the table, and the most powerful
typically were those willing to
act the most dishonorably. Honor had become little more than a
weakness to be exploited.
We appeared to become
more “civilized” to the outside
world over the course of the
Third Era, such as by (mostly)
abandoning necromancy. The
Dunmer had begun dueling outlanders since at least the days
of the Ebonheart Pact in the late
Second Era (although isolated
incidents of inter-racial dueling might be found eras earlier). Many a Dunmer had proudly
adopted some outlander customs, such as by decorating
their homes with “dueling banners” to signal their willingness
to duel. Guar-mounted jousting
in the Imperial fashion also became a highly entertaining novelty (but remained rare, for the
guar themselves were not fans).
It was often said that duels to
the death were outnumbered
by duels of submission in Morrowind. However, the reality of it
all was very different. We were
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Redoran Heirloom Recipe (Doro Wat)
Addendum: this document
was found inside a magically
sealed container found inside a
former House Redoran dwelling
during excavations after the Red
Year. The somewhat antiquated expressions used herein have
been translated into modern dialect as far as possible. All else is
unchanged.
Penned by Redoran Valryn
Meru, 2E256, 20th of Rain’s Hand

G

reetings, my child. If you
are reading this, it is entirely within the realm of
possibility that I am dead. Or simply that you have grown enough to
leave childhood behind you, and
what I shall tell you will come of
much use to you then. Regardless
of the circumstances, I shall hereby give you a true treasure of the
house Meru and one that honours
our House Redoran at that. Your
gift is the recipe of great-grandmother Hleryu’s stew.
“What is so important about a
recipe? Anyone can make stew”,
you may ask yourself. Anyone
can make a stew, but only a select few can make this dish. It is
perfect for turning acquaintances
into lasting friendships, for offering the Temple folk, for filling the
belly of an orphan in need and
most definitely for when you wish
to acquire a spouse. Indeed, there
is no Dunmer with tongue still in
their mouth who would refuse this
stew, unless they follow the Four
Corners and must be cast away.
Now read this very closely and remember that this is a secret and a

treasure and not something anyone else should know, and if you
do not heed this I shall seek you
out from this plane or from beyond the Waiting Door, and you
shall never know peace.
What you will need:
•2-3 onions, depending on
their size
•4-5 cloves of white-bulbed
garlic
•One inch’s length of fresh ginger root
•2 pounds’ worth of meat, guar
is good and so is nix-hound, use a
cut meant for stewing
•Enough oil to cover the bottom of a heavy pot
•Salt to taste
•One cup’s worth of mazte,
other wines may work in a pinch
•Juice of one yellow and one
green sour-fruit [This could possibly mean the fruits we know as
lemon and lime today]
•Quarter’s
cupful
of
great-grandmother Hleryu’s secret spice mix
Begin by cutting your meat
into bite-sized pieces. Then juice
the sour-fruits into a bowl and put
the meat therein, seasoning it with
salt. Let that sit and rest while you
prepare the rest.
Cut the onions, garlic and ginger very finely, either by hand or
using a kitchen atronach if you
have Telvanni connections and
access to such.
Add the oil to a heavy-bottomed pot, and then add the spice
mix. Set the pot onto a low flame.

The goal here is to toast the spices gently, not to burn them.
When the oil is red and the
spices are fragrant, add the onion
mixture. Stir until it is evenly coated and let cook for a quarter of an
hour, stirring occasionally.
Take out the meat from its
bowl, discarding the juice it was
resting in, and put it into the pot.
Take the mazte and pour it in
as well, adding water if the resulting sauce does not cover the
meat.
Let all this simmer for an hour,
or however long it takes for the
meat to become tender and all the
flavours to combine.
You may serve this with either
flatbreads or saltrice, and for the
children I recommend putting unseasoned pieces of Kwama scuttle in so there is something mild
for their untrained little mouths.
Now, you may have noticed I
did not write down exactly what
great-grandmother’s spice mix
is. That, my child, is something
you must ask her yourself. Go into
our Ancestral Tomb, find her, and
ask her. If you tell her you need
the spice mix to make the famous stew, she will give it to you, I
promise you.
If you are not of House Meru,
you who read this, then know
that even if you find our Ancestral
Tomb, you will never ever know
what is in the spice mix. This dish
is not for you, grave-robber or defiler or invader or whatever you
may be. Go now, and never return
to this place!
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A Dunmeri Kitchen Companion:
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Earliest Mer Records of
Hermaeus Mora
been both cursed and blessed with
a revelation most dire. A revelation
that, I fear, will alter the course of
magical sciences of teleological
This is courtesy of Lord nature, entire.
Hardrim Panvus Heartcraft, of
To the west, it has long
Manor R’lyeh. I think he’s gone been known that the Bosmer
mad, but I thought it only fair to natives worship a certain “Mora,
send this manuscript to you for of the Woodlands”. A spirit of
your expert opinion before I cease considerable power, able to
funding his research.
sequester entire clearings of space
-Praxis
in pocket dimensions to preserve
his worshippers. Knowledge
hope this reaches you hoarders, they were-- even the
well, Archmagister Praxis, most banal things were stored
and I pray you give it in memory crystals. Many have
some thought before you come speculated he is in fact not Y’ffrian
to any judgment. Yes, yes, I did in nature, as the “woodlands”
find evidences of Dagon worship in his name inspires, but in fact
under both names “Mehrunes” Daedric in origin. I scoffed at the
and “Dagon” amongst the thick- idea, until I heard a similar name
skinned denizens of Skyrim, and in the Jerall mountains. “Hermora,
should you want it I can offer a full the Woodland Man”, they called
report on that- but the information him. They said that it was his
I offer is far more pressing. I have summoning day sometime that
Lord HP Heartcraft
Contributing Writer

“I
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month (I don’t even remember
the time of year it was, my brains
seem all scrambled) and that due
to certain cult activity in the area,
for an entire week there was to be
a moratorium on traversing the
forests of the Jerall Mountains.
Humans are, of course,
superstitious folk. It is not their
fault; it is their simple nature. But
even a lame Dwemer automaton
makes its rounds, eventually; and,
by the Eight, I wish I had listened
to them! I wrapped myself tight
in trollskin furs and cast several
spells on my poor feet to make
traversing those cold routes
easier. The locals tried every trick
to get me to stay; the matron of
the inn even hid my books so I
couldn’t go off that week, but I
managed to hunt them down. She
seemed dead-set that if I should
traverse that pass, that ink and
parchment shouldn’t go with me.
Seeing as how they christened me
with herbs when I first came to the
inn so imps wouldn’t crawl into
my socks, I took no heed of their
warnings.
I set off early in the morning,
forging through knee-high snow
the entire time and aiming to
make the first leg of the journey
to Treacle Farms by that evening,
and paying a few silver to the
owners of the property to stay
in their home for the evening. I
continued to trudge and trudge,
all through the afternoon, with no
sight of any change in incline or a
change in foliage for miles; it was
suspiciously flat for a mountain
range. Only row after row of
barren trees mixed in amongst the
evergreens met my gaze. I could
have sworn I heard birdsong wax
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atmosphere of that wood. Like, all
of a sudden, the rules for light and
dark had been overridden by some
vacillating spirit. Though the queer
branches above me choked out all
but the faintest light, I could see
almost every detail in front of me
in exquisite detail; like a splendid
painting by some haunted artist.

“hermaeus mora” | Illustration by deathnear, DeviantArt

Treacle Farms was easily visible,
save for the very center where men
in strange robes held aloft bright
torches that bathed the area in
darkness. Chanting echoed from
that epicenter and I knew some
dark and terrible rite was being
performed. And the language?
I heard chants in every form of

Merrish, in both Daedric and old
Aedric, and even the tongue of
the Bosmer. I waited and listened,
discerning certain words so old
that I had either only seen them
in obscure texts, without any
indication of a possible definition,
or so strange-- now you will
truly think me mad-- that I was
convinced that the lexicons from
which they came had yet to be
invented. Even in the silence
between syllables I heard, for the
first time, the hissing of the Hist
and the halting choking of the Drom’athra. Auriel preserve me!
I stood far away from the
clearing, but still could see what
was being summoned. If these
were the denizens of the farm, or
if the farmers were offered up in
these rites, I do not know; but I do
know what awful creature they
summoned. “AE HERMA MORA
ALTADOON PADHOME LKHAN
AE AI” was chanted in chorus by
the devotees, but this “HermaMora” didn’t seem to be our
meaning of “tree of knowledge”-it was a name. The name of some
being that I fear we have been
inadvertently been paying homage
to many long years.
From the have of the dark
torchlight, a massive tentacle
emerged from the ground,
whipping to-and-fro. I swear I
caught glimpse of it knock the
head of a man clean-off, but the
worshipping never ceased. They
stood, enraptured with their awful
god, delivering yelps of ecstasy and
delight amidst their glossolalia.
Silence befell the gathering as the
great old one, now lazily swaying
with a peculiar cadence, began to
speak. Oh how it spoke. The words
it spake, I could never recall, but I
do remember the shapes of them.
Once, I had perused a catalogue
of transcripts of isoforms from
the Elder Scrolls-- all I can say is
that the words were “shaped” like
those forms. It took every ounce
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and wane, but not a single bird was
in sight. Sometimes, I would tread
for several minutes, then realize
that the sound of snow beneath
my feet had disappeared, only
to appear again moments after
I drew attention to it. It was like
some queer forces had arranged
the theatre of a woodland journey.
I tried to mutter prayers to Y’ffre,
but for some reason, dare I admit
it, I couldn’t even remember the
name of the First Spinner.
Soon, the green-needled trees
began to become more and more
scarce, and the wiry frames of the
barren deciduous trees took hold
of the landscape. Mind you-- I
had yet to feel even the slightest
incline in the topography of that
place! The branches of those trees
reached high up into the air, and
like tentacles wrapped around
one another ever more tightly as I
continued to travel further north. I
was certain that I had traveled far
enough to get to Treacle Farms by
then, or at the very least the foot
of a mountain! The air began to
darken, though not for lack of sun,
for I still saw Magnus’ gift break
through what was now a ceiling of
gnarled woody branches. Have you
ever heard trees gurgle? Neither
had I. What part of a tree would
even make such a noise? And yet,
the trees would make snapping
and gurgling noises whenever my
attention was turned from them.
Eventually, I came upon a sign
that said “Treacle Farms, one hour”.
Which I figured meant two or three
in heavy snow, but was contented
to walk, nonetheless, to get out
of this strange environment. My
mind wandered for no more than- I swear it!-- ten or fifteen minutes
when I came upon the fence and
sign for “Treacle Farms”.
I always figured that Nocturnal
worshipers had to see what they
were doing somehow, lest they fuss
and bump into each other during
their ceremonies. Much was the
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madman. We have known of
the binding of the ephemeral
reality to a physical reality
for many years--but my
experience shows just how
such things have been
bound. A clearing of trees,
not a hundred paces away,
began to warp and buckle
and come undone. I saw
for the first time the true
unraveling of the Mundus...
and it was beautiful.
Thousands of thousands
of tentacles let go of oneanother and revealed the
illusion that were the trees in
front of me. Amongst them
bubbled up and slid back
down golden orbs, eyes
with joined twin-pupils in
each. As the illusion cared
to recreate itself, pincers
emerged and pulled back
together the seams of
“Herma Mora” | Illustration by byToxi, DeviantArt
reality. It was like watching
of devotion to gods I could not a weaver pull-apart their knitting,
remember at that moment not to then re-knit it with the same ease
kneel before the awful thing.
as it took to unravel it. The unseen
It spoke to me of Xarxes, of specter that moved betwixt the
his fate and his lover. It spoke to trees seemed at first only to care
me of moving Towers that refuted for the woody lengths, but as I
reality, and of rotund trees that looked closer, I could see that even
were from far-off worlds. I heard the snow and the air unraveled into
of dreamers waking, and heretics fleshy masses before rejoining as
dancing atop tall towers. Of a book before. You see, reality is just these
wrapped in skin. Of a female mer lengths of tentacle, but wrapped
with the parts of a male mer, and so tightly and with such dexterity
split down the middle with colors that none can see the seams. At
I have never seen on our kind on one point, the area of unraveling
either side- in his hand a spear. I ventured so near that I stuck my
knew so well what all these things hand in it. Indeed, Praxis, even
meant there and then, but now, we are made of tangled boneless
they are only images.
limbs and lazy lidless eyes shaped
This was when I made the into the verisimilitude of reality.
discovery. Shivers had been
What happened after that, I
running through the trees; strange cannot say for certain. I retched
warps in space that I ignored and left before the “festivities”
while in awe of this omniscient ended and walked for some four
and magnanimous tentacle, but or five days, my mind reeling
seeing as they now neared me, I from what I had seen. Never did I
took notice.
cross even a single slope before I
I don’t know how to tell you came to the other side of the Jerall
this without sounding like a “Mountains”.

What this creature was that
I saw, I do not know. But there is
one thing for certain--it has the
answers we are all searching for,
but if it should be venerated or
despised is yet to be seen. I believe
this thing to be the gardener and
warden of reality, and we are
nothing but simulations of its
mercy.
My eyes have been changed
forever, Praxis. Even now, out of
the corners of my eyes or in fine
details of a scene before me, I see
the forms of solid and gaseous
things, alike, flicker for a moment
and re-adjust their tentacles.
Please, I wish to present to the
council the possibility of a ninth,
hidden, Divine (not of the Trickster
God) or a Daedric Prince of similar
standing. I hope you could aid me
in this endeavor.”
-Lord H.P. Heartcraft
The boy has clearly gone mad,
Praxis. There has never been
nor ever will be more than Eight
Divines nor Eight Daedric Princes.
The body of scholarly work to
prove this astounding. The only
Princes are: Boethiah, Namira,
Mehrunes Dagon, Nocturnal,
Sheogorath, Azura, and Baan Dar.
Any “Woodlands Man”, “Hircine,
Wolf-Father”, “Malacath”, “Mola
Gbal”, or “Clavinu Vile” nonsense
is to be regarded as not only bad
scholarship, but also heresy of
the highest order. If he should
continue to espouse such
nonsense, he will be relieved of his
tongue and hands. Sheogorath
claims another promising young
soul, what a shame!
-High Priestess Mefala, Lady
of Truth, Chastity, and Mercy
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Calendar

Serpentwined
Contributing Writer and Artist
“The Lord’s Season is First
Seed and he oversees all of
Tamriel during the planting.
Those born under the sign
of the Lord are stronger and
healthier than those born
under other signs.” ―The
Firmament
Those born in the season of
First Seed (March) 1st - 31st
Soul color: Violet
Temperament: Wise,
mystical, skilled with helping
others. A very compassionate
and emotionally motivated
visionary. A rich imagination
that weaves dramatic and
intuitive dreams. The word
‘lord’ does not refer to their
position of leadership, but the
natural endearment others find
in them.

Abilities: The Lord’s spirit
mimics the restorative abilities
of a trolls. Using their natural
reserves of life energy to resist
all manner of mental and
physical damage. The Lord’s
only bane seems to be that of
fire, though not all share this
weakness. Oddly, those born
under this sign hardly ever
suffer from long term ailments.
Perhaps this became of The
Lord’s ability to take on others
strife and make positive of it.
Friendships and Family:
Understanding the deep
emotional bonds of others, The
Lord sign is very intuitive and
helpful. Every group of people
needs the creative one whom
offers unconventional form of
thought and diplomacy. The
Lord will go out of their way
to fulfill a lasting relationship
and requires a strong positive
person to supplement their
strength. Often this starsign

has no limit to how much
burden they will take on with
those they care about –and
may lose a sense of their own
identity.
Success: Writers, actors,
poets, mystics, healers and
musicians. Anything that
evokes an emotional response
is ideal for The Lord to feel
at place. Despite the name of
the starsign, they do poorly in
leadership without having a
sense of direction. However,
with the strong support of
others The Lord will conqure
many challenges and impress
others who doubted them.
They make great overseeers,
offering advice on what others
may not see.
Romance: Though strongly
attracted to those with
personal problems, every Lord
needs a knight. They require
those who are strong willed
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and stalwart, nurturing their
wounds and dressing their
armor. Their ideal mate is one
that is firmly anchored, to keep
The Lord sign from washing
away in the waves of their own
emotion and intuition.
Struggles: The Lord
requires a sense of stability to
counter their fluid, emotional
thinking. At times they can
drift into the melodramatic,
making emotional problems
for themselves where there is
none. Spiritual comfort may
only be acknowledged once
they realize what that is, that
their world may be at peace
without having to instigate
strong emotional responses.

“Hermaeus Mora” | Illustration by Korkuguvin, DeviantArt

First Seed Holidays
5th of First Seed: Hermaeus
Mora’s Summoning Day
This is the Summoning Day for
Hermaeus Mora.
7th of First Seed: First Planting
First Seed 7th
On the 7th of First Seed every
year, the people celebrate First
Planting, symbolically sowing
the seeds for the autumn
harvest. It is a festival of fresh
beginnings, both for the crops
and for the men and women
of the city. Neighbors are
reconciled in their disputes,
resolutions are formed, bad
habits dropped, the diseased
cured. The clerics at the
temples run a free clinic all
day long to cure people of
poisoning, different diseases,

paralysis, and the other banes
found in the world of Tamriel.
9th of First Seed: Day of
Waiting
First Seed 9th
The Day of Waiting is a very
old holy day among certain
settlements in the Dragontail
Mountains. Every year at that
time, a dragon is supposed
to come out of the desert and
devour the wicked, so everyone
locks themselves up inside.
21st of First Seed: Hogithum
This is the Summoning Day for
Azura.

High Rock. Children pick the
new flowers of spring while
older Bretons, cooped up all
winter, come out to welcome
the season with dancing and
singing.
26th of First Seed: Festival of
Blades
During the Festival of Blades,
the people of the Alik’r Desert
celebrate the victor of the first
Redguard over a race of giant
goblins. The story is considered
a myth by most scholars, but
the holiday is still very popular
in the desert.

25th of First Seed: Flower Day
Flower Day is another of
the frivolous celebrations of
All holiday information taken from The Elder Scrolls Wiki and UESP
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a publication
that thrives on the submissions, creativity, and artistry
of the Elder Scrolls community. Without our content
contributors, without submissions from writers new and
old, without the stunning artworks of the Elder Scrolls
fanbase, we would be unable to form much of anything, let
alone a literary journal of quality and caliber.

User u/TooFarGoth, in response to SilenceOfAutumn’s
Game First, Story Later, published in Issue 7, has this to
say:
I think “Game First, Story
Later” is an interesting take,
but I don’t know that I agree
with one of the big points about
being mainstream accessible. A lot of IP that wear their
darkest aspects on their sleeve
have still been pretty huge hits;
if anything, I’d say the trend
in popular media was actually
the opposite of what SilenceOfAutumn describes until very
recently. It’s especially visible in superhero movies; the
X-Men movies kept the comics’
angst, but put the heroes in
black leather instead of bright
spandex; Nolan’s Batman rode

“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”
Illustration courtesy of psyjick, DeviantArt

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which is
why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a way
to interact with us and with our fair publication, be it with
questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or responses
to past issues.

a dark and serious take on the
Joker and a “surprise” fridging
of Bruce’s ex-old to mass appeal and critical acclaim. Even
in games, kitschy satirical protagonists of older FPS games
got replaced by the grim stubbly soldiers of stuff like Gears
of War and Call of Duty. Most
of the Elder Scrolls games have
existed in a pop culture paradigm were Dark and Serious
is/was seen as a bigger draw/
most accessible than being
lighthearted or silly. In another
Bethesda example, the Fallout
games have been jettisoning
more and more of their kitsch/
humor with each installment. If
anything, putting more emphasis on Sheo’s darker aspects is
a concession to the market, not
defiance of it.
Thanks for the response,
TooFarGoth! It’s probably safe
to say that fiction in general, TES notwithstanding, is a
complicated and wily mistress,
and doesn’t give up her secrets easily. She is mercurial
and irrational sometimes, and
nigh impossible to wrap one’s
head around. These abstract
notions are exceedingly difficult
to discuss without making odd
analogies and the like, and so
it is dfifficult to find a common
frame of reference.

Correspondence

Tel Mora Correspondence

Because we are a communitycentered publication, we exist
because of the amazing work and
art of the Elder Scrolls community.
However, not all Elder Scrolls fans
are artists or writers, and so it is
with this thought in mind that we
encourage our readers to talk to
us.
Send us letters.
Respond to articles.
Ask us questions.
Offer suggestions.
Whenever we receive letters or
messages from our readers,
they are compiled and placed on
this final page of The Tel Mora
Independent Press, allowing
everyone in the Elder Scrolls
community to participate!
If you’ve got something to say, by
all means tell us!
Comment on our posts on
r/ teslore, r/elderscrolls, r/
elderscrollsonline or r/TrueSTL,
find us on Facebook, or send
Correspondence to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com!
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